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In the past if you wanted to create a powerful follow-up email campaign, you had to either pay huge

licensing fees or pay a monthly fee but not now thanks to... Autoresponder Unlimited! Autoresponder

Unlimited is the number one choice of website owners because it has the same powerful features of other

autoresponder services and software but without all the cost! Plus, you get to sell Autoresponder

Unlimited for 100 profit! No Gimmicks - No Hidden Charge - No Monthly Fees - Full Resell Rights Pay

Only Once, Own it for Life * No Monthly Fees - Pay Only Once & Own it for Life. * Easy to Install - in less

than 10 minutes. * Complete Easy to Follow Installation Instructions. * Use on Unlimited Number of

Domains. * Send Unlimited Number of Follow-up Emails. * Works on Unlimited number of subscribers. *

Fully automated, will work for you 24 Hours a Day 7 Days a Week * Super fast email delivery - 600 emails

per minute * Automatically wraps words at 65 lines per line. * Full Customization - can send emails with

actual names of clients and email addresses * Customized "Thank You" Page. You can set-up a thank

you page after your client has subscribed. * All follow-up emails can have an attachment - you can attach

any file type to your email messages up to 2MB * You can manually Unsubscribe any email addresses *

Your subscribers can Unsubscribe using a Link in every email message * Power Checking of Duplicate

Email Addresses. * Very easy to use Admin Control Panel. * Super easy to Export Email Addresses *

Super easy to Import Email Addresses * Subscription Box automatically generated for you. * You will

receive a report every time a follow-up is sent to your subscribers. Limited Time Offer: 100 Master Resell

Rights! You get to sell Autoresponder Unlimited for 100 profit. You get complete Resale and

Re-distribution Rights for this amazing software -- you can sell Autoresponder Unlimited or give it away to

your clients as a bonus! It's the fastest, easiest way to generate more sales -- you keep 100 of the profits.

You get this website...yes, the one you are looking at right now. All you have to do is customize the order

link and upload to your server. That's all there is to it. You have a veritable slot machine -- ready to pay

off... and pay off BIG. That's right. You get the complete Autoresponder Unlimited system for yourself,

marketing rights and a proven money-making website -- proven to generate customers and sales -- FOR

YOU.
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